
 

 

All individuals, like a receptive child, are heavily influenced by their landscape. When open to it, a 

landscape can define ideas about identity and behaviour to attempt to find an authentic sense of 

self. However, people’s responsiveness to the landscape is not necessarily related to physical 

connection. This is apparent in Alain de Botton’s mediation of travel in his philosophical non-fiction 

text “The Art of Travel”, where he highlights that thoughts on cultural identity may be enhanced 

more by imagined landscapes than real or remembered ones. Alternatively, Peter Skrzynecki’s 

autobiographical poem “Post card” suggests that a disconnection from a landscape can create a 

crisis of identity, where a physical connection is most important when dictated by ideas on heritage. 

A disconnection from landscapes, explored through liminal places or illustrations, may dictate the 

behaviour of the travellers more than their actual destination. The study of Baudelaire’s experiences 

by de Botton indicates this, as he comments that Baudelaire “felt more at home in the transient 

places of travel than his own dwelling.” The contrasting connotations of ‘home’ and ‘transient’ 

develops this idea, suggesting that the feeling gained whilst in motion determines the behaviour of 

travelling more than reaching the destination. The reference to Baudelaire’s analogy that “Life is a 

hospital where every patient is obsessed with changing beds” develops this idea of movement for 

disconnection; however, what is interesting is the consistent identity of a patient in a hospital, 

regardless of their physical connection or disconnection to their beds. Further, when de Botton 

explores Madrid, he feels, although physically connected, a sense of disconnection due to a societal 

pressure to enjoy the landscape. He argues that “Where guidebooks praised a site, they pressured a 

visitor to match their authoritative enthusiasm”. Through the duality of the landscape through the 

form of a. informative guidebook and the experiences of a tourist, de Botton is indicating that while 

an instructive representation of a place may dictate the behaviour of a traveller, it tends to produce 

underwhelming results. By including Baudelaire’s recounts and analogies into his collection of ideas 

along with his own experiences of a guidebook, de Botton has expressed how a disconnection from 

the landscape, when being either personally remembered or the recollections of another, can in fact 

influence behaviour more significantly than a physical connection, with varying levels of satisfaction. 

In contrast, Skrzynecki’s exploration of a physical disconnection to landscape creates a crisis of 

identity for the persona in “Post card”. The use of common, non-specific nouns to describe Warsaw, 

the persona’s birthplace, for example “Its river and its concrete pylons, the sky’s the brightest 

shade” shows the disconnection of the persona to his cultural heritage and thus his struggle to form 

thoughts and behaviours that are culturally authentic. This is because the persona, as he “refuse(s) 

to answer” the influence of the post card, is unresponsive due to his physical distance caused by his 

migration in the wake of World War II. This is displayed through the use of personal pronouns to 

indicate a personal response, which is misguided due to a distinct lack of cultural knowledge, where 

a physical disconnection is a significant contributing factor. 

The physical depiction of a landscape, through the ideas of de Botton, struggles to create a level of 

responsiveness that an imagined landscape creates. For Des Esseintes in J.K. Huysmans’ novel 

“Against Nature”, the depiction of Holland in landscape paintings defined his thoughts on Holland’s 

culture, which even influenced his behaviour, as he “journeyed to Haarlem and Amsterdam”. The 

effect of his imagined landscape, for the responder, is made apparent through the inclusion of Jacob 

van Ruisdael’s “View of Alkmaar”. The densely nature-filled setting, with the rule of thirds to have 

the sky a dominating feature, demonstrates to the responder, as it did with Des Esseintes, an 

authentically natural representation of Dutch culture. However, upon visiting the landscape, it felt 

“strangely diluted”, as the dense culture of the painting was “blended in a stew of ordinary images”. 

The metaphor of “blended” creates a disappointed tone, which suggests that for a landscape to be 

responsive for an individual, it must be culturally authentic, thus an imagined landscape is more 



 

 

effective than the physical one. The inclusion of the fiction novel and painting as representations of 

the landscape is interesting, as both are considered ‘inauthentic’ in form; however, de Botton is 

positioning the responder to align with the views of Huysmans to show scepticism toward landscape 

paintings, such as van Ruisdael’s. This scepticism is contrasted by de Botton when he explores 

further the benefits of a painting as a representation of a landscape. When discussing the benefits of 

an imagined landscape, de Botton states that they “allow us to see certain aspects of the world more 

clearly”. The personification of the artwork demonstrates how art as an imagined landscape can 

make an individual appreciate more of the real landscape, as subtle details can become more 

apparent. This ultimately contrasts the experience of Des Esseintes; however, when considering the 

effectiveness of an imagined landscape, both the artwork and the fiction novel greatly dictate the 

behaviour of an individual when travelling. 

Unlike de Botton, Skrzynecki shows how the possibility of a physical connection can define the 

cultural identity for the persona. In the final stanza of the poem, Skrzynecki use of simple descriptive 

adjectives contrast the embellished details of the post card. The use of dialogue in “A lone 

tree/Whispers/’We will meet/Before you die’” demonstrates the true responsiveness of a physical 

landscape, as it is instructing the persona to travel in order to form authentic ideas about cultural 

identity. Here, Skrzynecki is aligning to romanticised notions that natural landscapes have restorative 

powers on behaviour and thoughts on identity. 

Overall, both de Botton, in his non-fiction text “The Art of Travel” and Skrzynecki, in his poem “Post 

card”, are highly successful in demonstrating how landscapes are undeniably influential to thoughts 

and behaviours that define identity. The responsiveness dictated by physical connection or 

disconnection varied across each text, but this is important for the responder to consider, as it helps 

to decide how their responsiveness to landscapes may be affected by their own immediate 

connection or disconnection. 


